Life Cycle Analysis Comparison of Battery
Electric Vehicles to Internal Combustion
Engines
System Overview
We conducted a Life Cycle Analysis of personal
vehicles to find out if electric cars are better for the
environment than traditional combustion engines.
To determine this, we looked specifically at three
metrics; the emissions of CO2, NOX, and SOX
throughout the production and life of electric and
combustion engines. We found the specific
difference to be the electric car’s drivetrain and the
combustion engine’s block, making this the focus
of our analysis of the two vehicle types.
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To compare the emissions of the lives of both
kinds of vehicles, we analyzed the electricity
production of each state and correlated this to a
number of miles needed to be driven in an electric
vehicle to breakeven with the emissions of owning
a combustion engine car. This was based on our
finding that electric battery production emits more
gasses than combustion engine production.
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Conclusions
Our group conducted a life cycle analysis of a
generic electric vehicle and compared it to that
of a generic internal combustion engine. Our
results were in line with other scholarly articles
we found while researching our topic. First, on
the basis of CO2, EVs, in most states, are much
better than their combustion counterparts; most
states begin to benefit at less than 100,000
miles. However, when analysis is done on the
basis of NOX and SOX, EVs become less
attractive. Due to the production of the battery,
along with the energy make up of each state,
there is not a single state that EVs are better for
the environment. Based on the production of the
battery alone, it requires approximately 642,000
miles to see a benefit in terms of NOX. When
analyzing SOX, due to the EPA’s regulation of
sulfur during refining, combustion engines
release very little sulfur, and as such, EVs will
never break even. In short, electric vehicles will
become a more attractive option when batteries
are produced more sustainably and the energy
generated by each state is less dependent on
coal and natural gas.

